ABSTRACT
Recent years have witnessed great potential in applying Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) in various challenging applications, such as autonomous driving, nuclear fusion control, complex game playing, etc. However, recently researchers have revealed that deep reinforcement learning models are vulnerable to adversarial attacks: malicious attackers can train adversarial policies to tamper with the observations of a well-trained victim agent, the latter of which fails dramatically when faced with such an attack. Understanding and improving the adversarial robustness of deep reinforcement learning is of great importance in enhancing the quality and reliability of a wide range of DRL-enabled systems.

In this paper, we develop curiosity-driven and victim-aware adversarial policy training, a novel method that can more effectively exploit the defects of victim agents. To be victim-aware, we build a surrogate network that can approximate the state-value function of a black-box victim to collect the victim’s information. Then we propose a curiosity-driven approach, which encourages an adversarial policy to utilize the information from the hidden layer of the surrogate network to exploit the vulnerability of victims efficiently. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed method outperforms or achieves a similar level of performance as the current state-of-the-art across multiple environments. We perform an ablation study to emphasize the benefits of utilizing the approximated victim information. Further analysis suggests that our method is harder to defend against a commonly used defensive strategy, which calls attention to more effective protection on the systems using DRL.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Planning and scheduling; • Security and privacy → Domain-specific security and privacy architectures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL), which utilizes Deep Neural Networks (DNN) to learn optimal policies, has demonstrated human-level performance in tackling many challenging tasks and has been adopted in critical domains, including complex game playing [32, 41, 53], autonomous driving [39, 60], security [12, 21, 22, 50], robotics control [19, 23, 33], and even nuclear fusion [11].

Although the success of DRL is evident in many domains, DRL just like many other DNN models [31, 58], has recently been shown to be vulnerable to adversarial attacks [25, 51, 57]. For example, by adding carefully-chosen noises to the background image in a game, an attacker can drive a well-trained agent to choose sub-optimal actions with high confidence [25]. However, attacking by adding adversarial perturbations to victim inputs is considered unrealistic in practice as it requires an attacker to hack into the system (e.g., game engines). A more practical method is to attack via training adversarial policies. It assumes that a malicious user can control one player in a two-player game, and this player fools the deployed victim agent by taking legal actions allowed in the environment [15]. Such adversarial policies follow a purely black-box manner where the victim agent’s parameters are unavailable. Prior studies [15,
assume that the victim agent takes a fixed policy, which is reasonable in the scenario of deep learning model testings [63]. For example, developers are not likely to allow an autonomous driving car to update its policy when it is deployed on the road, as untested changes to a safety-critical system may cause serious accidents. Having such an assumption, researchers can convert the process of training adversarial policies in a multi-agent environment into a single-agent DRL problem and show that resultant adversarial agents can achieve decent winning rates [15, 20].

The success of adversarial policies can be attributed to the insight that an attacker can manipulate the victim agent’s observation by taking uncommon actions to lead the game into unfamiliar states, and as a result making the victim exhibit undesired sub-optimal behaviours. This suggests that an attacker’s capability in exploring such states may affect the effectiveness of the attack, motivating us to encourage the training of adversarial policies that can better explore the environment. In the conventional DRL research, researchers have proposed the curiosity mechanism to encourage exploration [8]: adding larger intrinsic rewards to the states that agents are unfamiliar with. The combined (intrinsic and extrinsic) reward provides agents with more incentives to explore unfamiliar states during the training stage. It motivates us to present a novel victim-aware and curiosity-driven approach to training adversarial policies that can efficiently explore the vulnerability of victims. Similar to practices adopted by Gleave et al. [15] and Guo et al. [20], we fix the victim’s policy and convert the training problem of finding the adversarial policy in a two-player game into a single-agent learning problem. Then, we incorporate Random Network Distillation (RND), a popular framework to encourage exploration [8] by assigning specially designed intrinsic rewards for different states to encourage exploration. The RND approach introduces two randomly initialized networks: one with fixed parameters is called the target network, and the other one is the predictor network which learns to predict outputs of the target network given states as input. Intuitively, if a state is barely visited, the difference between the two networks’ outputs is expected to be large. Those “unfamiliar” states are given larger intrinsic rewards to encourage the adversarial policy to explore such states.

Although standard RND can encourage an agent to explore the environment, it is not designed for exploring the vulnerability of victims under adversarial settings. A victim’s state-value function, which describes the expected rewards an agent will receive if it enters a state, contains rich information pertaining to the vulnerability of the victim, e.g., the importance of states to the victim. An attacker should explore unfamiliar states that are useful in lowering the victim’s expected rewards. As we assume a black-box attack scenario where the victim’s value network is unknown, we first build a surrogate network to approximate the victim state-value function (explained in Section 3.1). Then, we propose to feed the outputs of a hidden layer in the surrogate network to the target and predictor networks in RND rather than directly input the raw observation or some observation features obtained from a static feature extractor without information about the victim. The advantage of this victim-aware RND is that the hidden layer contains information about the victim that can be utilized to guide the exploration of the victim’s vulnerabilities.

We perform detailed experiments to evaluate our curiosity-driven and victim-aware adversarial policies. We choose the approach proposed by Guo et al. [20], which is state-of-the-art, as the baseline. The experiment results empirically show the advantages of using the victim-aware curiosity mechanism. The evaluation is conducted in both zero-sum (MuJoCo [5]) and non-zero-sum games (Starcraft II [43]). The goal of the attacker is to win by defeating the opponent (i.e., the victim agent). So we use the winning rate of the attacker as the main metrics to evaluate the performance of an adversarial policy training method. As demonstrated in Section 5.1, adversarial policies trained with the proposed method can outperform (or at least maintain a similar level of performance as) the baseline method across all the games investigated, and the average winning rates of adversarial policy trained using our method is 7.3% higher than that of the baseline [20]. Although Gleave et al. [15] point out the difficulty of training adversarial policies in games where the dimension of the agent’s observation is low, our proposed method is the first to train adversarial policies that can work in low-dimensional environments like Run-To-Goal-Ant, where our adversarial policy’s average winning rate improves by 24% than the state-of-the-art method [20].

An ablation study (Section 6.1) shows that compared with directly using raw states as input to RND, using outputs of the hidden layer in the surrogate network that approximates the victim state-value function leads to the more powerful adversarial policies, which improves the attacker’s average winning rate by 5.8%. We also evaluate a defensive strategy [15, 20] called the observation masking strategy, i.e., the victim cannot see the adversary’s position and behaviours. The results show that our proposed method is harder to defend by the observation masking strategy.

We organize the rest of this paper as follows. Section 2 formalizes the task of training adversarial policies in a two-player game. Section 3 elaborates on how to train the curiosity-driven and victim-aware adversarial policy. We introduce the experiment settings in Section 4, after which we present extensive experimental results for evaluating our method in Section 5 and conduct additional experiments to further analyze the contribution of the victim-aware mechanism in Section 6. Section 7 presents works that are related to this study. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 8. The code and documentation, along with the obtained models, are made open-source.  

2 TASK FORMULATION

This section discusses deep reinforcement learning and formalizes the training of adversarial policies in a two-player game.

2.1 Deep Reinforcement Learning

Deep reinforcement learning trains an agent to solve a sequence decision problem that can be formalized as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). An MDP can be described using a 4-tuple: \((S, A, P, R)\). \(S\) is a set of states, and \(A\) is a set of actions. \(P: S \times A \rightarrow S\) is a transition function; \(P(s'|s, a)\) refers to the probability that the environment transits from \(s\) to \(s'\) when an agent takes action \(a\) in \(s\). \(R: S \times A \rightarrow \mathbb{R}\) specifies a reward function, and \(r = R(s, a)\) indicates that the agent receives a reward \(r\) after taking action \(a\) in state \(s\).

1https://github.com/soarsmu/Curiosity_in_Adversarial_Policy
An agent adopts a policy $\pi(\cdot)$ specifying what actions to take under a certain state. Specifically, given a state $s_t$ at the time step $t$, the output of the policy $\pi(\cdot|s_t)$ is a probability distribution over all actions. The agent samples an action $a_t$ according to the distribution, i.e., $a_t \sim \pi(\cdot|s_t)$. Then, the agent will receive a reward $r_t = R_t(s_t, a_t)$ from the environment. Meanwhile, the environment transits to a new state $s_{t+1} \sim P(\cdot|s_t, a_t)$. The agent starts at an initial state $s_0$ and interacts with the environment until it encounters a termination state $s_T$. The interaction history is called a trajectory:

$$\tau : (s_0, a_0, r_0), (s_1, a_1, r_1), \ldots, s_T)$$ (1)

We formulate the cumulative discounted return, the sum of discounted rewards over a trajectory, as $R(\tau) = \sum_{t=0}^{T} y^t R_t(s_t, a_t)$. $y \in (0, 1)$ is the discount factor, denoting to what extent an agent cares about the rewards in the future. DRL aims to train an agent to find the optimal policy $\pi^*$ that maximizes the expectation of the cumulative discounted return over all trajectories. Assuming $\tau^\pi$ is a trajectory generated using a policy $\pi$, the goal of DRL can be formalized as follows:

$$\pi^* = \arg \max_{\pi} \mathbb{E}_{\tau \sim \pi} [R(\tau^\pi)]$$ (2)

Sutton et al. [44] prove that finding the optimal policy is equivalent to maximizing the state-value function $V_\pi(s)$, which is defined as:

$$V_\pi(s) = \mathbb{E}_{\tau \sim \pi} [R(\tau^\pi)|s_0 = s]$$ (3)

Given a state $s$, $V_\pi(s)$ indicates the expected cumulative discounted rewards over the trajectories that start from $s$ and are generated by the policy $\pi$. Intuitively speaking, it approximates the value of a state, and the agent tends to enter the states with higher values.

2.2 Adversarial Policies in Two-Player Games

Unlike prior works that fool victim agents into choosing sub-optimal actions by perturbing the policy network input [25], we train adversarial policies to attack victims in a two-player competitive game. We formalize the problem of finding adversarial policies as follows.

In a two-player game where a well-trained victim agent $v$ adopts a fixed policy, an attacker agent $\alpha$ competes with the victim agent $v$ by taking an adversarial policy $\pi^\alpha(v|s)$, which describes the probability of taking the action $a$ under the state $s$. In zero-sum games like MuJoCo [5], the attacker can maximize its winning rates by learning policies to maximize its own expected rewards. To enhance generalizability, this paper also investigates a non-zero-sum game (StarCraft [43]). However, due to the nature of non-zero-sum games, merely maximizing the rewards of attackers does not necessarily result in a corresponding reduction of winning rates on the victim side. Therefore, it is critical to train adversarial policies that can maximize the attacker’s expected rewards $V_\alpha^\pi(s)$ while exerting a negative influence on the victim agent, i.e., minimizing the victim’s expected rewards $V_v^\pi(s)$.

As this paper makes a realistic black-box assumption, an attack has no knowledge about the victim policy, making the joint policy unavailable. However, following past practice [20], we keep the victim’s policy fixed during the training of adversarial policies. It is common sense that in a two-player Markov game, where the one agent (i.e., the victim) takes a fixed policy, the state transition function only depends on the policy of the other agent (i.e., the attacker). In such a setting, following the results in [20], we can define the victim state-value function as explicitly dependent on the state and attacker’s policy. In this way, we can obviate the requirement for explicit knowledge of the victim’s policy. After treating the victim with a fixed policy as part of the environment, we convert the two-player game into a single-agent DRL problem. Formally, the objective function in this DRL problem can be formalized as:

$$\arg \max_{\theta} \left(V_\pi^\alpha(s_0, a_0) - V_\pi^v(s_0)\right)$$ (4)

where $V_\pi^\alpha(s)$ and $V_\pi^v(s)$ represent the state-value function belonging to the attacker and victim respectively, and $\pi^\alpha_\theta$ refers to the adversarial policy network with parameters $\theta$. The detailed formulation of the state-value function is elaborated in Eqn (5). This objective function addresses the concerns of lack of knowledge about the victim agent and turns the training of the adversarial policy into a tractable problem. According to a recent empirical study [1], the proximal policy optimization (PPO) [40] algorithm is one of the most widely used algorithms in the DRL research, so we use PPO to train the adversarial policies in this paper.

3 CURIOUSITY-DRIVEN AND VICTIM-AWARE ADVERSARIAL POLICIES

This section describes our curiosity-driven and victim-aware method to train adversarial policies that can tackle the problem described in Section 2.2. The curiosity-driven mechanism can encourage the attacker to explore various states to uncover the vulnerabilities of the victim. The victim-aware design allows the attacker to leverage the victim information hidden in the victim’s state-value function.

Figure 1 depicts a high-level overview of our approach. In the figure, we first build a surrogate network to approximate the victim state-value function (Section 3.1) and then let the Random Network...
Distillation (RND) framework (including a target and a predictor network) utilize the surrogate network’s hidden layer output to produce the intrinsic reward to encourage exploration (Section 3.2). In Section 3.3, we explain the new objective function that considers intrinsic rewards and the training of adversarial policies.

3.1 Approximating Victim Information
As mentioned in Section 1, this paper assumes that an attacker cannot access any internal parameters or training details of a victim. Some works [6, 65] therefore proposed to build an imitation learning model that leverages the previous actions and states to predict future victim actions. However, such approaches only assist attackers by exposing the action information of the victim agent, which is not applicable in our setting as we need the victim’s state-value function to solve Eqn (4). Section 2.2 points out that the output of the victim state-value function only depends on the state and the attacker policy, which brings about the possibility of approximating the victim state-value function. We make an additional assumption that the external rewards are known, which does not violate our black-box attack assumption and is also practical considering that the environment information is usually made publicly available.

Then, we build a surrogate network to approximate the state-value function of the victim as follows.

At each time step $t$, given the current state $s_t$ and the external reward $r_t$ to the victim, we can approximate the victim state-value function $V^\nu$ by Temporal Difference (TD) learning [46]. More specifically, we formally define the victim’s state-value function:

$$V^\nu_{\pi^\nu}(s_t) = \mathbb{E}_{a_t \sim \pi^\nu} \left[ r_t + \gamma \mathbb{E}_{s_{t+1} \sim P(\cdot | s_t, a)} [V^\nu_{\pi^\nu}(s_{t+1})] \right]$$

(5)

where $\pi^\nu$ represents the adversarial policy of the attacker and the victim’s fixed policy, respectively. $a_t$ is the actions sampled from the adversarial policy and victim’s policy, denoted by $a_t \sim \pi^\nu$ and $a_t \sim \pi^\nu$. $R^\nu(s_t, a)$ is a reward function to get the external reward $r_t$ to the victim agent in state $s_t$ for the joint action $a = (a^\alpha_t, a^\nu_t)$. $P(s_{t+1} | s_t, a)$ denotes the probability of transitioning to a state $s_{t+1}$ given the current state $s_t$ and the joint action $(a^\alpha_t, a^\nu_t)$. $\gamma$ is the discount factor. Using the TD-learning paradigm, we start by initializing an arbitrary neural network parameterized with $\theta^\nu$ to model $V^\nu_{\pi^\nu}(s)$, and then update the state-value function network for next state repeatedly by minimizing the TD-error, namely:

$$\argmin_{\theta^\nu} \mathbb{E}_{s_t, a_t, r_t} \left[ (R^\nu(s_t, a_t) + \gamma \mathbb{E}_{s_{t+1}, a_{t+1} \sim P(\cdot | s_t, a_t)} [V^\nu_{\pi^\nu}(s_{t+1})]) - V^\nu_{\theta^\nu}(s_t) \right]^2$$

(6)

where the joint action $a_t = (a^\alpha_t, a^\nu_t)$ is sampled from the attacker’s and victim’s policy. By doing so, we can approximate the victim state-value function during the training of adversarial policy.

3.2 Curiosity-Driven Victim-Aware Exploration
A successful attack can be attributed to the insight that the attacker has triggered an uncommon state that the victim is unfamiliar with (we elaborated on this viewpoint in Section 1). Such insight motivates us to encourage an adversarial policy to explore environments and encounter more states. We incorporate RND [36], a popular framework in exploration research, into adversarial training.

We include two randomly initialized neural networks: a fixed target network $\hat{g}$ and a predictor network $\hat{g}$ that tries to learn the output of $g$. As the victim state-value function captures the importance of a state $s$ to the victim, it can be valuable to the attacker. Thus, we use the output of a hidden layer (specifically, the penultimate layer) from the approximated victim value network, which is represented as $\phi(s)$, and feed it to both the target and predictor networks. We view the state-value function network as feature extractor layers followed by layers to process the output of the feature extractor; as a consequence, the penultimate hidden layer contains the compact and relevant information needed for estimating the state value.

Let the target network $g$ and predictor network $\hat{g}$ be parameterized by $\theta_g$ and $\theta_{\hat{g}}$, respectively. The goal is to train the predictor network to minimize the expected mean square error between the two networks. As illustrated in Figure 1, the expected mean square error is also utilized as the intrinsic reward $e^\alpha$ to drive the attacker’s exploration, defined as:

$$e^\alpha = \left\| \hat{g}_{\theta_{\hat{g}}} (\phi(s)) - g_{\theta_g} (\phi(s)) \right\|^2.$$  (7)

The intrinsic reward for the “novel” inputs should be higher than inputs that have been seen and used to train the predictor network [8], which therefore drives the attacker to perform actions leading to those novel states that the victim is not familiar with.

3.3 Adversarial Policies Training
Following the technique in [20] to train adversarial policy using the PPO algorithm [40], we combine approximated victim state-value function with the intrinsic rewards and then reformulate the objective in Eq. (4) as follows:

$$\begin{align*}
\argmax_\theta & \mathbb{E}_{(a^\alpha_t, a^\nu_t) \sim \pi^\nu_{old}} \left[ \min \left( \text{clip}(\rho_1, 1 - \epsilon, 1 + \epsilon) A^\alpha_t, \rho_1 A^\nu_t \right) \
& - \min \left( \text{clip}(\rho_1, 1 - \epsilon, 1 + \epsilon) A^\nu_t, \rho_1 A^\alpha_t \right) \right], \\
\rho_1 & = \pi^\nu_{old}(a^\nu_t | s_t), \\
A^\alpha_t & = \mathbb{E}_{\pi^\alpha_{new}} (a^\alpha_t | s_t) \gamma A^\alpha_{old} + \lambda A^\alpha_{ins}, \\
A^\nu_t & = \mathbb{E}_{\pi^\nu_{old}} (a^\nu_t | s_t) + \lambda A^\nu_{ins}.
\end{align*}$$

(8)

In the above formulas, $\pi^\nu_{old}$ denotes the adversarial policy network parameterized by $\theta$. $\pi^\nu_{old}$ and $\pi^\nu_{new}$ refer to the old and new adversarial policy, respectively. $A^\alpha_t$ and $A^\nu_t$ represent the advantage functions (a part of PPO) of the victim and the attacker. We have $A^\nu_t = r_i + \gamma V^\nu(s_{t+1}) - V^\nu(s_t)$, $i \in \{\alpha, \nu\}$. Note that our victim-aware curiosity mechanism introduces an additional advantage function: $A^\nu_{ins}$, which is derived from the intrinsic rewards. $\lambda$ is a hyper-parameter representing the degree of exploration. $\epsilon$ constrains the interval of the probability ratio in the PPO algorithm. The last row of the Eqn (8) follows the advantage decomposition in Burda et al. [8], which defines the advantage as the sum of the advantages of intrinsic and extrinsic rewards. It should be noted that the intrinsic rewards do not introduce any negative impact on our training process, as the PPO algorithm guarantees a small policy update (within a trust region) at each timestep.

We summarize the proposed adversarial policies training method in Algorithm 1. There are six neural networks involved in our algorithm: (1) the adversarial policy $\pi^\nu_{new}$; (2) the state-value function $V^\alpha_{old}$ of the attacker $\alpha$; (3) the approximated state-value function $V^\nu_{\hat{g}}$ of the victim $\nu$; (4) the attacker’s state-value function $V^\alpha_{\pi^\alpha_{new}}$ after considering intrinsic rewards; (5) the target network $g_{\theta_g}$ in RND, which is randomly initialized and fixed; and (6) the predictor network $\hat{g}_{\theta_{\hat{g}}}$.
After the above iterative process is finished, the algorithm returns $\pi^a_\theta$ as the adversarial policy network.

\textbf{Algorithm 1: Curiosity-Driven and Victim-Aware Adversarial Policy}

1. \textbf{Input:} $\pi^a_\theta$: the adversarial policy parameterized by $\theta$; the state-value functions $V^a_{\pi^a}$, $V^s_{\pi^s}$ and $V^a_{\pi^a,ins}$ with parameters $\psi_a$, $\psi_s$, $\psi_{ins}$, respectively; $\phi$: the penultimate hidden layer of the network to approximate the victim’s state-value function; $g_\theta^i$: the target network; $\theta_\phi$: the predictor network; $\gamma$: the discount factor; $T$: the total number of iteration.

2. \textbf{Initialization:} initialize $\theta_\psi$, $\psi_s^{(0)}$, $\psi_a^{(0)}$, $\theta_\phi^{(0)}$, $\theta_\theta^{(0)}$, $t = 0$.

3. \textbf{for} $t = 1, 2, 3, \cdots, T$ \textbf{do}

4. \# 1. Let the adversarial policy $\pi^a_\theta$ play with the victim, and collect a set of trajectories $D(t) = \{\tau_i\}$, where $i = 1, 2, \cdots, |D(t)|$.

5. \# 2. For each trajectory $\tau_i$, compute the intrinsic rewards $\rho^a_i$ at each time step $k$ using Eqn (7).

6. \# 3. For each trajectory $\tau_i$, compute the advantage at each time step $k$:

\[
A^a_{ik} = r^a_{ik} + \gamma V^a_{\pi^a}(s_{ik+1}) - V^a_{\pi^a}(s_{ik}),
\]

\[
A^a_{ik} = r^a_{ik} + \gamma V^a_{\pi^a}(s_{ik+1}) - \gamma V^a_{\pi^a}(s_{ik}),
\]

\[
A^{a,ins}_{ik} = r^a_{ik} + \gamma V^a_{\pi^a,ins}(s_{ik+1}) - V^a_{\pi^a,ins}(s_{ik}),
\]

7. \# 4. Then we have $A^g_{ik}, A^g_{ik,ins}$ and $A^{g,ins}_{ik,ins}$ ($i = 1, 2, \cdots, |D(t)|$) required in Eqn (8) and then can obtain a new policy by maximizing the objective function in Eqn. (8).

8. \# 5. Update $\theta_\psi$, $\phi^{(t)}$, $\phi^{(t)}_{ins}$ by minimizing the TD error:

\[
\frac{1}{|D(t)|} \sum_{i=0}^{i=1} \sum_{k=0}^{k=1} \{V(s_{ik}) - (r_{ik} + \gamma V(s_{ik+1}))\}^2.
\]

9. \# 6. Update $\theta_\theta^{(t)}$ by minimizing the loss:

\[
\frac{1}{|D(t)|} \sum_{i=0}^{i=1} \sum_{k=0}^{k=1} \|g(\phi(s_{ik})) - \hat{g}(\phi(s_{ik}))\|^2.
\]

10. \textbf{end}

11. \textbf{Output:} $\pi^a_\theta$: the well trained adversarial policy network.

In RND. As shown in Line 4, we first let the adversarial policy play with the victim agent and collect a set of trajectories, denoted by $D(t) = \{\tau_i\}$, where $i = 1, 2, \cdots, |D(t)|$. A trajectory is a sequence of game states, actions, and rewards to players, represented as:

\[
\tau_i = (s^r_{i0}, a^r_{i0}, r^r_{i0}_i, \cdots, s^a_{iT}, a^a_{IT}, r^a_{IT}_i).
\]

At Line 5, for each trajectory $\tau_i$, we get the intrinsic rewards by computing the expected mean square error between the two target and predictor networks. Then (Line 6 to 9), we are able to compute the advantage functions required in Eqn. (8). After having the necessary advantage functions to compute the objective of the adversarial policies, we can update $\pi^a_\theta$ to maximize the objective (Line 10). We update the parameters of state-value functions $V^a_{\pi^a}$, $V^a_{\pi^a,ins}$, $V^s_{\pi^s}$, and predictor network $\theta_\phi$, accordingly (Line 11-12).

After the above iterative process is finished, the algorithm returns $\pi^a_\theta$ as the adversarial policy network.

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{The snapshots of six games investigated in our experiments. The first five games are from MuJoCo and the last game is StarCraft II.}
\end{figure}

\section{EXPERIMENT SETUP}

This section discusses experiment settings to evaluate our proposed adversarial policy training method, including the evaluation environments and the evaluation metrics.

\subsection{4.1 Experiment games}

Our experiments are conducted in six games: five zero-sum games from MuJoCo [5] (Kick-And-Defend, Sumo-Ants, Sumo-Humans, You-Shall-Not-Pass, and Run-To-Up-Ants) and a non-zero-sum game from StarCraft II [43]. All selected games are commonly adopted to evaluate DRL algorithms in two-player games. Figure 2 depicts the snapshots of six games. The MuJoCo contains a series of robotic control games, which are used as the representatives of zero-sum games. The agents in the selected MuJoCo games can be divided into two types: (1) Humanoid, a bipedal robot with 17 joints; and (2) Ant, the quadrupedal robot with 8 joints. StarCraft II is a real-time strategy game, which stands for non-zero-sum games. We briefly describe the investigated two-player games as follows:

- \textbf{Kick-And-Defend}: The kicker (the blue robot in Figure 2 (a)) aims to shoot a ball into the target region. The defender (the red robot) prevents the kicker from shooting successfully. Adopting the same setting as the baseline [20], we select the kicker as the victim agent.
- \textbf{You-Shall-Not-Pass}: As illustrated in Figure 2 (b), the runner (the blue robot) intends to run and cross the finish line (the red line). The blocker (the red robot) prevents the runner from crossing the finish line. Following the setting in [15, 20], we select the runner as the victim agent.
- \textbf{Sumo-Ants and Sumo-Humans}: Two humanoid and ant robots in a circular arena space (see in Figure 2 (c)/(d)) aim to knock down or push their opponent out of the arena.
- \textbf{Run-To-Goal-Ants}: Two ant robots are placed face to face in a flat space. The agent that reaches the finish line (the red line in Figure 2 (e)) first is the winner.
- \textbf{StarCraft II}: As presented in Figure 2 (f), the two agents manipulate the soldiers to take actions to defeat their opponent within a limited time. In the games shown in Figure 2 (c) to (f),
the goal of each player is the same. We randomly select one player as the attacker, and the other as the victim.

According to the size of observation of agents, the MuJoCo environments can be categorized into low-dimensional and high-dimensional ones. The observations in three humanoid environments are vectors of size 384, 395, and 380, respectively. The observations of the two ant environments are of lower dimensionality: Sumo-Ants has 137-dimensional observations and Run-To-Go-Ants has 122-dimensional observations. Following the setup in [15], we explicitly define the former three environments as high-dimensional and the latter two ant environments as low-dimensional. Besides, in StarCraft II, the size of observation for the agent is 857. We put more details of the selected environments in Supplementary A.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

We define two the metrics to evaluate the performance of adversarial policies: the winning rate and the non-loss rate. The winning rate is formulated as: \( \frac{\text{the number of winning rounds}}{\text{the number of total rounds}} \times 100\% \). A higher winning rate indicates that an adversarial agent is more powerful in exploring the weakness of the victim agent. Similarly, we define the non-loss rate as: \( \frac{\text{the number of non-loss rounds}}{\text{the number of total rounds}} \times 100\% \). Following the setting in the baseline [20], we let each game run for 100 rounds and compute the two evaluation metrics.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section evaluates our adversarial attack method in the MuJoCo and StarCraft II environments. We compare the proposed method with the state-of-the-art baseline [20] from multiple perspectives.

5.1 Winning Rates of Adversarial Policies

5.1.1 Experiment Design. We first evaluate the winning rates of adversarial policies trained using the proposed curiosity-driven approach. We select the most relevant work [20] as the baseline, which is also the current state-of-the-art approach. Guo et al. selected 4 environments from MuJoCo [5] to evaluate the performance in zero-sum games. We choose an additional environment (Run-To-Goal-Ants) to further evaluate adversarial policies in low-dimensional environments. For StarCraft II, we select the default environment as displayed in the open-source repository of the baseline approach. We use the same victim agents to ensure a fair comparison. We use the PPO algorithm to train adversarial policies for both our method and the baseline. Some hyper-parameters are shared across our method and the baseline [20], e.g., discount factor, learning rate, and the number of training steps. Besides, as the network architectures may affect the ability to learn effective policies and value functions, we also adopt the same network architectures from the released repository of the baseline [20]. Details of implementation (e.g., the network structure of policies, hyper-parameter settings, etc.) are provided in Supplementary A.

5.1.2 Result Analysis. We record the winning rates of adversarial policies during the training process and plot the results in Figure 3. In this figure, the curves marked using “\( \times \)” and “\( \bullet \)” illustrate the winning rate trends of our curiosity-driven approach and the baseline, respectively. The figure shows that among all the six investigated environments, our curiosity-driven and victim-aware method outperforms the state-of-the-art baseline on three of them in terms of winning rates. Our method achieves a similar level of performance in the remaining environments.

More specifically, in MuJoCo, the following high-dimensional environments where the trained agents are humanoid robots (i.e., Kick-and-Defend, You-Should-not-Pass, and Sumo-Humans), are considered easier to attack, as the dimension of observation space that an adversary can manipulate is high [15]. The baseline achieved decent performance in the three environments, and results show that using our method can improve the performance of adversarial policies. In Kick-and-Defend, our method produces adversarial policies with an 8% higher winning rate than the baseline approach. In You-Should-not-Pass, we observe an improvement of 10%. In Sumo-Humans, our method maintains a similar level of performance. Overall, the results demonstrate the benefits of better exploring vulnerabilities using the victim-aware curiosity mechanism.

As reported by [15] and [20], it is challenging to affect the victim’s observation in low-dimensional environments, so prior adversarial attacks barely work in Sumo-Ants and Run-To-Goal-Ants environments. In Sumo-Ants, the winning rates of the two methods are very close. This is because in Sumo-Ants an agent can choose to leave the arena to achieve a draw. So adversarial policies learn to achieve a draw rather than risk the high probability of loss in playing with the victim. But in Run-To-Goal-Ants, where the above strategy does not work, our results show that the victim-aware curiosity mechanism finds stronger adversarial policies. The state-of-the-art method only achieves an average winning rate of 3%, while our adversarial policy boosts the average winning rate to 27%. The performance in StarCraft II is already very high for the baseline (a winning rate of 96%). Our method achieves the same winning rate as the baseline. More importantly, as indicated by the curves in Figure 3, the winning rates of adversarial policies trained using our method increase faster than that trained by the baseline, indicating that our method can better attack the victim.

5.2 Adversarial Training

5.2.1 Experiment Design. Adversarial training is an effective way to protect DNN against adversarial attacks [18]. In this experiment,
we retrain a victim against a fixed adversarial policy (best one in Section 5.1), which is called adversarial training of DRL [15, 20]. We analyze the effectiveness of adversarial training from the following three perspectives. First, we let the victim, before and after adversarial training, play against the same adversarial policy it is retrained on (in adversarial training) and collect the changes in the non-loss rate. It helps us understand whether victims can gain robustness from adversarial training. Second, we evaluate the adversarially trained victim against the adversarial policies from the baseline approach [20] to analyze whether the gained robustness can generalize to defend against other adversarial policies. Third, prior research works show that adversarial training can harm model performance on benign datasets [18], so we test how the retrained victim performs against a regular opponent agent. It is noticed that the hyper-parameter setting of adversarial retraining is the same as that we use in the adversarial policy training experiments.

5.2.2 Result Analysis. We present the performance of victims before and after adversarial training in Table 1. We first observe that adversarial training increases the victim robustness in high-dimensional environments (the “Ours” column in the table) like You-Shall-Not-Pass; the non-loss rate increases from 18% to 76%. Similarly, in Kick-And-Defend, the non-loss rate increases from 16% to 51%. However, adversarial training barely works in low-dimensional environments of MuJoCo like Sumo-Ants, where the change in the already high non-loss rates is negligible. We observe that the improvement in robustness from adversarial training using our adversarial policies generalizes to the robustness against the baseline method (“Baseline” column). We find that adversarial training hurts model performance on regular agents, especially in high-dimensional environments (“Regular” column). However, we note one exception that adversarial training improves the victim’s performance against the regular agent in StarCraft II. Figure 4 presents the winning rates of the victim during the retraining process, indicating that adversarial training helps defend adversarial policies. Figure 5 in Supplementary B.2 shows how victims’ non-loss rates change during the adversarial training process.

### Table 2: The winning rates of adversarial policies are trained using (1) the baseline method, (2) the victim-unaware method and (3) the victim-aware method. The numbers inside the parentheses are the absolute improvement to the non-loss rates of the baseline method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Games</th>
<th>Baseline (%)</th>
<th>Victim-unaware (%)</th>
<th>Victim-aware (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kick-And-Defend</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>79.0 (+ 3.0)</td>
<td>84.0 (+ 8.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You-Shall-Not-Pass</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>71.0 (+ 5.0)</td>
<td>76.0 (+ 10.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumo-Ants</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.0 (- 1.0)</td>
<td>4.0 (- 1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumo-Humans</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>44.0 (+ 1.0)</td>
<td>46.0 (+ 3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run-To-Goal-Ants</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>10.0 (+ 7.0)</td>
<td>27.0 (+ 24.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StarCraft II</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>96.0 (+ 0.0)</td>
<td>96.0 (+ 0.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS

We conduct additional experiments to further shed light on the strength of our proposed method. We perform an ablation study to analyze the benefits of the victim-aware exploration. We also investigate a simple defensive strategy called observation masking, as well as how the victims’ policy networks are activated when playing with different types of attackers.
6.1 Ablation Study
We perform this ablation study to examine whether utilizing approximated victim information helps in training better adversarial policies. We experiment with an adjusted approach in which the input to RND is changed to the raw observation rather than the output of the hidden layer of the approximated victim value network as in our main approach. In other words, the adjusted approach is no longer “victim-aware.” We train adversarial policies using the adjusted approach (keep other settings the same as our main experiment in Section 5). The results are illustrated in Table 2. We observe that the victim-aware exploration leads to stronger adversarial policies. For instance, using the adjusted approach, the average winning rate decreases by 5% and 17% in You-Shall-Not-Pass and Run-To-Goal-Ants environment, and by 5% in Kick-And-Defend. But the adjusted approach still outperforms the baseline. The victim-aware exploration improves the averaged performance by 5.8% compared to the victim-unaware method. These results demonstrate that our proposed method does not improve the state-of-the-art approach solely using the curiosity mechanism; the targeted exploration of the victim’s vulnerability using the output of hidden layers also contributes.

6.2 Observation Masking
Both [15] and [20] notice that the victim can achieve a higher winning rate by simply masking the victim’s partial observation of the adversary’s action. Specifically, the victim’s observation of the adversarial policy’s actions is set as static values during the interactions. To further validate their findings, we select the best-performing adversaries from both our method and the baseline. Then we let these adversarial policies play with corresponding victims for 100 rounds. We compute the average non-loss rates of victims under two different settings, one where the observation is masked and the other where it is not. Table 3 shows the results. We confirm the finding that masking observation can defend against adversarial policies, suggesting that the adversarial policy succeeds by manipulating the victim’s observations. One exception is Sumo-Ants, where the non-loss rates even before the masking are rather high. This indicates that our adversarial policies do not win by taking generally good actions (e.g., win by pushing the opponent in a sumo game); they take actions that the victim is not familiar with (e.g., lie down in a strange manner) to fool victims. But from Table 3 we find that even when observation is masked, the adversarial policies trained by our proposed approach still outperform the baseline.

6.3 Video Analysis
To more intuitively compare the difference between adversarial and regular policies, we let the victims interact with adversarial policies and regular agents and record videos demonstrating the interactions. Figure 5 illustrates some snapshots of the videos in Kick-and-Defend and You-Shall-Not-Pass games. We find that the behaviours of adversarial policies and regular agents are rather different. Specifically, we can observe that the regular agents learn...
We let the victims play against different types of opponents: adversarial policies trained by our method and the baseline, as well as regular agents. Although DRL has demonstrated excellent performance in many tasks such as autonomous driving [13, 27, 59] and video game playing [16, 17, 24], it faces a series of attacks, including backdoors [26, 48, 49, 55], privacy-stealing attacks [10, 34], adversarial attack [25, 28, 38, 62], and so on. This paper explores adversarial policy training, which falls into the category of adversarial attack. Inspired by adversarial attacks on neural networks [9, 18, 35], researchers have elicited sub-optimal actions from well-trained agents’ by adding perturbations to agent observations while such perturbations do not affect decisions from the human perspective. According to the information available for searching such perturbations, adversarial attacks can be divided into two types: white-box and black-box. The white-box attack typically leverages the gradient information of DRL agents [25, 28, 29, 38, 62], while the black-box attack only has limited access to the victim models, e.g., only outputs of an agent given certain inputs [52]. The gradient information of victim models is not available in adversarial settings.

Figure 5: Illustrative snapshots of a victim against regular agents and our adversarial agents in Kick-And-Defend and You-Shall-Not-Pass. The victim wins if it shoots the ball to the grey region and crosses the finish line; otherwise, the attack wins. Compared with the behaviours of regular agents learning to run, kick or block, the adversarial agents never stand up and lie under the ground in some strange posts, but still win the games.

6.4 Policy Network Activation Analysis
We let the victims play against different types of opponents: adversarial policies trained by our method and the baseline, as well as regular agents. We record how the victims’ policy networks are activated, e.g., what actions are taken. To ensure a fair comparison with the previous work [20], we let a victim play with an opponent for the same number of episodes (i.e., 250), each yielding a trajectory of 5,000 time steps. All the actions in a trajectory are viewed as an action vector, and then we use t-SNE [47] to visualize them in a two-dimension space. We leverage t-SNE to visualize action vectors generated by interacting with different opponents in the same figure. Due to the limited space, Figure 6 only plots the results in Run-To-Goal-Ants. We refer interested readers to Section B.3 of Supplementary for the full results. We can observe that the victim’s network activation distributes differently when the victim faces different types of opponents. The adversarial policies can make the victim exhibit actions (i.e., red and blue dots) that distribute differently from the actions when playing with regular agents (yellow dots). Besides, the distribution of activation is also different when the victim plays with the baseline and our method: our method makes the victim’s network activation (red dots in Figure 6) cover more space, suggesting that our method finds additional vulnerabilities on top of the baseline. Visualizations of other environments are presented in Figure 9 in the supplementary materials.

7 RELATED WORK
There is a series of work on testing and improving the quality of various DNN-based systems, including speech recognition [2, 3], sentiment analysis [4, 54, 56], and so on. We refer interested readers to a comprehensive survey on AI testing [63]. This section briefly discusses works related to (1) adversarial attack for deep reinforcement learning and (2) curiosity mechanisms that encourage agents to perform exploration.

7.1 Attack for DRL
Although DRL has demonstrated excellent performance in many tasks such as autonomous driving [13, 27, 59] and video game playing [16, 17, 24], it faces a series of attacks, including backdoors [26, 48, 49, 55], privacy-stealing attacks [10, 34], adversarial attack [25, 28, 38, 62], and so on.

This paper explores adversarial policy training, which falls into the category of adversarial attack. Inspired by adversarial attacks on neural networks [9, 18, 35], researchers have elicited sub-optimal actions from well-trained agents’ by adding perturbations to agent observations while such perturbations do not affect decisions from the human perspective. According to the information available for searching such perturbations, adversarial attacks can be divided into two types: white-box and black-box. The white-box attack typically leverages the gradient information of DRL agents [25, 28, 29, 38, 62], while the black-box attack only has limited access to the victim models, e.g., only outputs of an agent given certain inputs [52]. The gradient information of victim models is not available in adversarial
settings. For example, it is reasonable to assume that an attack does not know the policy network parameters of a remotely deployed agent; thus, we perform adversarial attacks in a black-box manner.

Some adversarial attack methods, even the black-box ones, are not considered feasible in practice. The reason is that adding noise to the background image typically requires an attacker to hack into the game engine first, which itself is rather difficult and even infeasible. For more practically executable attacks, researchers propose to attack victim agents by taking legal actions in the game environment. Gleave et al. [15] explore scenarios where two players (adversary and victim) compete with each other. The adversarial agent is trained to take actions allowed in the environment that can fool the victim agent into sub-optimal responses. To train such adversarial agents, a two-player game is first converted into a single-agent learning problem by fixing the victim’s policy, and then PPO [40] (one of the most popular DRL algorithms) is used to train attackers to learn policies that can maximize their expected rewards. Guo et al. [20] further relax the requirement that the game should be zero-sum and design a new objective for the attacker to also minimize the victim’s expected rewards. Wu et al. [51] use an explainable artificial intelligence technique to guide an attacker to take the action that the victim agent pays attention to and enhance the effectiveness of attacks. Experiments show that adversarial agents trained using the new objective [20] is the current state-of-the-art method, which is selected as the baseline in our experiment.

7.2 Curiosity Mechanism in DRL

Researchers have proposed the curiosity mechanism to encourage agents to explore the environment. Generally speaking, it constructs an intrinsic reward to quantify the “novelty” of a new experience [7, 8, 36, 42, 61, 66]. We summarize recent related works about the curiosity mechanism in reinforcement learning.

Count-based exploration methods record how many times a state is visited during the training process, which is a straightforward and effective way to model the distribution of visited and un-visited states [14, 30, 45]. However, count-based methods have been shown to be ineffective in environments where the state space is high-dimensional or continuous (e.g., Starcraft II) [36]. Another class of exploration methods relies on the errors in predicting dynamics, which address the difficulty in complex environments [8, 36, 37]. Pathak et al. propose the Intrinsic Curiosity Module (ICM), a model predicting the next state given the current state and action. The error between the predicted and true next state is used as an intrinsic reward [36]. Based on the observation that neural networks tend to have lower prediction errors on examples similar to training examples, [8] proposes Random Network Distillation (RND) that utilizes the prediction errors of networks trained on historical trajectories to quantify the novelty of states, which is effective and easy to implement in reality, e.g., generating test cases for Cyber-Physical Systems [64]. The results inspire us to use RND to encourage adversarial policies to find more vulnerabilities of victims. We leave the utilization of other exploration methods to future work.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents a novel curiosity-driven and victim-aware approach to attack victim agents in two-player games; the obtained adversarial policies outperform the current state-of-the-art results. To be victim-aware, the proposed approach approximates the state-value function of the victim in a purely black-box manner and extracts the victim information by utilizing outputs of a hidden layer in the approximated network. To be curiosity-driven, the approach applies RND to explore the hidden layer outputs to find adversarial policies more efficiently. The experiment results show that the average winning rate of adversarial policies trained using our method is higher than that of the baseline. Our method is also the first to work effectively in low-dimensional environments in MuJoCo’s two-player games. An ablation study demonstrates that being aware of the approximated victim information helps in improving the performance of adversarial policies on top of the benefits of curiosity-driven exploration. These discoveries show that our attack can learn the curiosity-driven and victim-aware policies effective in defeating victims.

In the future, we plan to explore adversarial policies in multi-agent environments, the complexity of which exponentially increases with the number of players. Training adversarial policies in such complex environments is not currently supported in the current state-of-the-art. We also plan to develop more effective techniques to defend against adversarial policies.
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Both the networks of the adversarial policy and the state-value function take the raw observation as input. The network of adversarial policy produces the probability distribution of actions. The network of state-value function produces a single value indicating the state value. We take the **penultimate** hidden layer of the approximated victim state-value function network and feed the outputs of this hidden layer into the RND networks. Intuitively speaking, a state-value function network can be viewed as feature extractor layers followed by layers to process the output of the feature extractor; as a consequence the penultimate hidden layer contains the most compact and relevant information needed for producing the value output. It might help to additionally use other low-level hidden layers’ output, however, our experiments reveal that our approach using only the penultimate layer is sufficient to beat the state of the art [20]. The size of the inputs to RND is the same as the output size of the hidden layer: 256 in all environments. The predictor network and the target network share the same network architecture, both of which have 2 layers. The parameters of the two networks are randomly initialized, but we fix the target network and only allow the predictor network to learn the output of target network.

In the experiments of adversarial training, we retrain the network of the original victim agents. The architecture of the policy network as well as the state-value function, and the training hyper-parameters (e.g., number of training epochs, learning rate, the discount factor, etc.) are the same as that in adversarial policy training experiments. When training the adversarial policies, it is noted that compared to the baseline, we introduce an important hyper-parameter to our curiosity-driven and victim-aware approach: the exploration coefficient \( \lambda \), i.e., the weight to balance the advantage functions of original reward and intrinsic reward in Eqn. (8). A higher \( \lambda \) indicates that an agent pays more attention to exploring the environments. We choose different values of \( \lambda \) in different environments, which are presented in Table 4.

For the StarCraft II games, although we keep the hyper-parameter settings the same for both methods, the repository of the baseline method [20] does not indicate the specific version of StarCraft II they performed the experiments on. To ensure a fair comparison as much as we can, we select version 4.6.2 (B69232) and the Melee/Flat64.SC2 map, in which we can replicate their results. The details of network architectures can be found here.\(^7\)

### A.2 Experiment Setups

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed method, we conduct experiments on zero-sum games (MuJoCo\(^8\)) and one non-zero-sum game (StarCraft II from PySC2), both of which are commonly adopted to evaluate reinforcement learning algorithms in two-player game contexts. For demonstrating the performance of adversarial policies, we first need to select appropriate victim agents under attack. Similar to the practice in [20], the selection is operated as follows:

1. We obtained the pre-trained agents from the Agent Zoo package [5] and evaluate the performance of these agents against the adversarial policies in [15].

---

**Supplementary Materials**

### A EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

#### A.1 Implementation and Hyper-parameters

The implementation of both our method and the baseline are based on TensorFlow\(^2\) framework and Stable-Baselines\(^3\) libraries. We retrieve the implementation for the baseline attack [20] from its official Github repository released by the authors\(^4\). Besides, the game environment wrappers are implemented based on the OpenAI Gym\(^6\), and the PySC2 extension packages\(^5\).

Some hyper-parameters are shared across our method and the baseline [20], e.g., discount factor \( \gamma \), learning rate \( \epsilon \), and the number of steps \( n \). To ensure a fair comparison, we set these hyper-parameters as the same for both methods by using the hyper-parameters as shown in the baseline repository\(^5\). Besides, as the network architectures may affect the ability to learn effective policies and value functions, we also adopt the same network architectures from the repository.

---

\(^2\)https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow

\(^3\)https://github.com/Stable-Baselines-Team/stable-baselines

\(^4\)https://github.com/psuwuxian/rl_adv_valuebenef

\(^5\)https://gym.openai.com

\(^6\)https://github.com/Tencent/PySC2TencentExtension

\(^7\)https://github.com/Tencent/TStarBot1

\(^8\)https://github.com/deepmind/mujoco
Table 4: The value of exploration coefficient $\lambda$ in different games.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Games</th>
<th>Kick-And-Defend</th>
<th>You-Shall-Not-Pass</th>
<th>Sumo-Humans</th>
<th>Sumo-Ants</th>
<th>Run-To-Goal-Ants</th>
<th>StarCraft II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: The IDs of selected victim agents and regular agents in Agent Zoo package.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Games</th>
<th>Victim ID</th>
<th>Regular ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kick-And-Defend</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You Shall Not Pass</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumo-Ants</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumo-Humans</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run-To-Goal-Ants</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) For each environment, we select the best-performing (in terms of winning rates) agent as the victim agent under attack. By doing so, we can obtain the same group of victims used in [20]. For Run-To-Goal-Ant, which is additionally included in our experiments, there is only one agent available and we use it as the victim.

(3) For each environment, we select the second best-performing (in terms of winning rates) agent as the regular agent used in the adversarial training experiment (Section 5.2) and the activation analysis (Section B.3).

Each agent in the Agent Zoo is labelled with an ID to be uniquely identified. We present the id of selected victim agents and regular agents we selected in Table 5. There are two roles in the asymmetric games like Kick-And-Defend. For example, Kick-And-Defend has the kicker and defender; You- Shall-Not-Pass has the runner and blocker. We select the defender and blocker as the attackers. The rest roles (i.e., the kicker and the runner) are regular agents. For the real-time strategy game StarCraft II, we directly use the victim agent and regular agent from the official Github repository released by the authors of [20]. They use the PPO algorithm to let players in a game learn by self-playing until both agents present decisive winning rates (94% in their settings) against a rule-based agent. In our experiments, we select the same victim agent and regular agent as the experiments in [20].

We describe the setup for training adversarial policies and performing adversarial training on victim agents. It is well-known that the performance of deep reinforcement learning algorithms usually suffers from problematic unstable due to the complex and uncertain nature of environments, e.g., initial states, the probabilistic state transitions, and noise in environments [36]. To alleviate the threat of instability caused by the factors stated above, we run experiments in each environment using five different random seeds and record the average results as the final results. Besides, to illustrate the variance of the algorithm performance, we also plot the performance range. For all MuJoCo environments, although [20] trains adversarial policies for 35 million steps, we train adversarial policies for 20 million steps as the winning rates trend has already plateaued at around 15 million steps. The adversarial policies are trained for 1.5 million steps for the StarCraft II environments.

Similar to the setups for training adversarial policies, when adversarially retraining the victim agents, we also restart the experiments with 5 different random seeds and record the average performance accordingly. For MuJoCo and StarCraft II games, we take 10 million and 1.5 million steps to train the victim agents, respectively, which is the same parameter settings as [20].

**B EXPERIMENTS**

**B.1 The Performance of Adversarial Policies**

In Section 5.1, we mainly explain the performance of our proposed method in terms of winning rates. Here we explain an additional metric, i.e., the non-loss rate, and further compare our method and the baseline method. The winning rates and non-loss rates of adversarial policies during the training process are presented in Figure 7. In this figure, the curves marked using ‘X’ and • illustrate the winning rate and non-loss trend of our curiosity-driven method and the baseline, respectively. The figure shows that among all six investigated environments, the proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art baseline in three of them (in terms of both winning rates and non-loss rates) and achieves a similar level of performance in the rest environments.

In MuJoCo’s high-dimensional tasks (e.g., Kick-and-Defend and You-Shall-not-Pass), the results show that our proposed adversarial policies not only improve the performance, but also accelerate the process of convergence in training phases (trends of the winning and non-loss rates plateau earlier than the baseline). In Kick-and-Defend, our method can train adversarial policies that have an 8% higher non-loss rate than the baseline method. In You-Shall-not-Pass, we observe an improvement of 10% for the non-loss rate. Note that no ties are possible in You-Shall-not-Pass, so the trend of winning rate and non-loss rate are completely the same in this game. In Sumo-Humans, our method maintains a similar level of performance.

The prior adversarial attacks barely work in low-dimensional environments (i.e., Sumo-Ants and Run-To-Goal-Ants). In Sumo-Ants, the non-loss rates of the two methods are very close. As we mentioned in Section 5.1, this is because in Sumo-Ants an agent can choose to leave the arena to achieve a draw. Therefore, adversarial policies learn to achieve a draw rather than risk the high probability of loss in playing with the victim. Although the winning rates of adversarial policies trained by previous methods in Sumo-Ants are low, it achieves a high non-loss rate (i.e., 83%). In Run-To-Goal-Ants, both the winning and non-loss rates of prior adversarial policies are rather low. Our results show that our proposed method finds more effective adversarial policies. The state-of-the-art method only achieves an average winning rate of 3%, while our adversarial policy boosts the average winning rate to 27%. The baseline can achieve a non-loss rate of 22%, but our method can boost the value to 38%. The baseline method has already performed very well in StarCraft II (with a non-loss rate of 98%). Figure 7 illustrates that
our method achieves the same non-loss rate, so we only use one number (i.e., 0.98) to label the non-loss rate, but the performance of our method increases faster than the baseline.

B.2 Performances of Adversarial Training

Due to the limited space, Section 5.2 in the main paper only presents the results before and after the victims are adversarially trained, ignoring the trends of metrics during the adversarial training process. Figure 8 illustrates the trends of victims’ winning rates and non-loss rates in the process of retraining, indicating that adversarial training helps enhance the victim’s robustness and defend adversarial policies. This figure shows that the victims’ performance improves in 4 out of 6 environments. We can also observe that the performance improvement is more significant for victims in high-dimensional environments like You–Shall–Not–Pass; the non-loss rate increases from 18% to 76%. Besides, in non-zero-sum environment, i.e., StarCraft II, the non-loss rate increases from 2% to
76%. However, adversarial training barely works in ant-against environments like Sumo-Ants, where the non-loss rates are already high before the retraining.

B.3 Activation Analysis
To more intuitively compare the difference between adversarial agents and regular agents, we let the original victim agents interact with different types of opponents: adversarial policies trained by our method and the baseline method, as well as regular agents. From our released demo videos in link1, we can also observe that the adversarial policy defeats the victim by taking uncommon actions (e.g., laying down strangely) to manipulate the victim’s observation rather than normal actions (e.g., pushing). Then, we record the activation of the victims’ policy networks and then use t-SNE to visualize the distribution of network activation in Figure 9. It can be clearly observed that adversarial policies trained by both methods have different activation distributions from the regular agent. We also find that our method triggers the victim agent to perform actions different from activated actions when playing with a baseline method. It suggests that our method finds additional vulnerabilities on top of the baseline. These results reveal that our attack trains an adversarial policy that exploits various weaknesses than the baseline.

Figure 9: t-SNE visualizations of the victim policy network activation pattern when playing with different opponents in MuJoCo games and StarCraft II game. The yellow dots are the victim activation when setting a regular agent as the opponent. Model fitted with a perplexity of 250 to activation from 5000 time steps against each opponent. The blue indicates the victim activation when playing against the opponents trained by the baseline method. The red dots are the activation when playing against our adversarial agent.